NEW LINE OF REMINGTON® BRANDED EYEWEAR AND HEARING PROTECTION
NOW AVAILABLE FROM WILEY X®, INC.
Full Line of Products Provides Advanced Performance, State-of-the-Art Protection
for Men, Women and Youth/Jr.
®

Eyewear innovator Wiley X , Inc. now manufactures and distributes a full line of advanced vision and hearing protection products
®
bearing the trusted and world-renowned Remington brand. This new product launch was made possible through a recent
partnership between Wiley X and Remington Outdoor Company (“ROC”), America’s oldest firearms and ammunition manufacturer
with brands including Remington, AAC, Bushmaster and DPMS.
This new line combines the legendary reputation of Remington with the protective gear experience of Wiley X, a leading provider
of eyewear, gloves and other equipment to the U.S. military for more than 25 years. New product offerings include Remington
Platinum Grade Eye Protection with models specifically designed to deliver a comfortable fit, optimum coverage and attractive
styling for Adults, Female and Youth/Jr. Each one of these advanced shooting glasses meet ANSI Z87.1 High Mass and High
Velocity impact safety and optical standards, as well as EN 166 Safety Certification, for OSHA-grade protection when shooting
and hunting. With 100% UV protection and Wiley X’s T-Shell™ scratch-resistant lens coating, these lenses provide clear,
comfortable vision under a wide range of conditions.
Each tumbled and polished frame features double injected rubber temple tips for a secure, no-slip fit during rigorous outdoor
activities. A rubberized nose bridge with an adjustable wire core provides added comfort and allows each wearer to adjust the
viewing angle for optimal sight levels. These frames are also designed to make it easy for shooters to interchange a variety of
2.2mm lenses, obtaining the best lens tint and light transmission for varying shooting conditions. Remington Platinum Grade
Eyewear is offered in a variety of single lens packages while the Adult and Female styles are also available in multi-lens kits. The
Adult package includes five lens colors: Smoke, Clear, Yellow, Persimmon and Purple. The Female package includes Smoke,
Clear Rose and Yellow lenses, while the Youth/Jr. kit includes Smoke, Clear and Yellow lenses. All Multi-lens packages include a
storage pouch for additional lenses and a lanyard, while all Platinum Grade models come with a microfiber carrying bag.
Wiley X also offers a Remington Shooting/Safety Line in Adult and Female frame styles providing ANSI Z87.1 and EN 166 safety
ratings and 100% UV protection. Ideal for use on the hunt, on the range or even on the job, these glasses feature adjustable
temples that let the wearer change the panascopic tilt/fit of the frame for optimum performance and comfort. Adult models are
offered in a choice of Black/Green Frame with either Smoke Lenses or Clear Lenses. Female models feature stylish Gray/Pink
Frames with Smoke or Clear Lenses.
Complementing these performance protective eyewear offerings is a new line of Hearing Protection systems in Adult, Female and
Youth/Jr. styles. These products offer true sizing for the best fit, custom adjustable headbands for added comfort and durable
finishes designed to last season after season. Safe Noise Reduction Ratings (NRR) of 34 for Adult/Female styles and 27 for
Youth/Jr. make these hearing protection systems ideal for range use.
For more information about the entire Remington Shooting and Hearing Protection line by Wiley X, contact the company at 7800
Patterson Pass Road, Livermore, CA 94550 • Telephone: (800) 776-7842. Or visit the Wiley X website at www.wileyx.com.
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